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ABSTRACT

We aim at examining to what extent a

knowledge-based model can recognise

segmental structure without feedback

from semantic information and without

stochastic modelling. The system pro-

posed is inspired by some features of

human cognitive processing: the speech

signal activates parallel distributed
processes of decoding. A supervisor
module takes the final decision alter the
access to a dictionary and a top-down
verification.

GENERAL PRESENTATION OF
THE SYSTEM

The field of this study is automatic
speech recognition and concerns more
precisely speaker-independent acoustic-
phonetic decoding. We aim at examining
to what extent a knowledge-based model
can recognise segmental structure with-
out feedback from semantic information
and without stochastic modelling.

The system proposed is inspired, in a
firnctional way, by some features of
human cognitive processing [1, 2]. The
sequence of operations can be character-
ised as data driven. The speech signal
first arrives at the low level analysis
demons which then activate parallel
distributed processes of decoding (Fig.1).
The modules of this multi-analysis and
multi-expert system are conceptually
different. They consequently do not give
the same output. Their results, then, are
sent to the cognitive demons, who act
upon them using high level information
(phonological rules, access to a diction-
ary...) Finally, after a top-down verifi-

cation, a decision process selects the

alternative that has the strongest

evidence.
First of all, we present the different

modules of the bottom-up decoding i.e.

the automatic segmentation, the global

and the analytic recognition. Secondly,

we develop the main ideas used in the

high levels processes, especially in the
access to a dictionary and the supervisor.
Partial results are presented in a third

part, just before a conclusion.

THE DIFFERENT MODULES OF

THE BOTTOM-UP DECODING

The bottom-up decoding is composed

by different parallel distributed processes.

The automatic segmentation

According to the general outlines of

the Level Building procedure [3], an

automatic segmentation module SAPHO

(Segmentation by Acoustic-PHOnetic
knowledge) supplies a hierarchical set of

acoustic properties and segments, and
phonetic properties and segments which

fit the phonetic parsing of the acoustic
wave [4]. It is not an unguided method,
which are generally based on an instabil-
ity function. In the SAPHO algorithm,
energy + zero cross ratio parameter +
some spectral features permit the loca-
tion and the rough identification of seg-
ments. Only the nature of the segment
authorises a posteriori the precise loca-
tion of the boundaries.

The output is the labelling of temporal

frames in macro-classes (vowel, stop.
fricative, vocalic consonants, silence...)
which permit an oriented analysis.
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Figure 1 : Functional diagram ofSYMULDEPHO

The global recognition

The global recognition module [5] is
based on metric methods. Decoding units
are CV groups. First, the feature extrac-
tion is done by a Perceptually based
Linear Prediction analysis [6, 7]. Then,
the system uses a Data Time Warping
algorithm in order to compare stimuli to
references. The output is a list of classi-
fied CV candidates. On account of the
variability of speech, the system does not
keep only the best. The analysis of cues
relative to the ten best candidates allows
the construction of the best prototype
using a vote procedure (ex: if among the
10 best consonant candidates, 9 are
voiced, 8 acute, 1 compact, 0 continuant,
1 nasal, l vocalic, the module propose
[d] as solution)

The analytic recognition

The first analytic recognition module
uses networks which are oriented graphs
with state transitions. The differences
with the Markov chains are the lack of
probability and the fact that they work on
the paradigmatic axis and not the
syntagmatic one. They are supposed to

model the allophones of vowels and not

the abstract units. Each network is

specialised for the recognition of one

vowel. All are activated at each temporal

frame. If a path is found along a network,

an output appears at the end. The result

is a table containing the allophone candi-

dates. The analysis of the temporal distri-

bution of phonemes leads to strong

hypotheses on the vowel identification

and its context.
The second analytic module is based

on phonetic rules. Acoustic cues, differ-

ent from the previous ones, are extracted

every temporal frame (centi-second) by

modelling some psycho-acoustic phe-

nomena (weighted sound level, critical

bands). The analysis of phonetic features

allows the system to identify the pho-

nemes using rules. A temporal tracking,

which takes into account the contextual

variability of segments, provides infor-

mation by analysing acoustic transitions

of coarticulation in triphones. For exam-

ple, the sequence [...eeoeceaaaaaaa...] is

typically the result of the decoding of /a/

in the left context of /k, g/.
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THE HIGH-LEVEL MODULES

Each parallel distributed process of
decoding provides a set of phonetic units

which are sent to the high-level modules.

The supervisor

The supervisor-process is not finished

and we would like to improve the deci-

sion methods. Time being, the different

results of the bottom-up decoding are

received by the supervisor which then

makes up a list of possible phonetic

strings.

In the case of isolated words, the ac-

cess to a dictionary allows the supervisor
to classify the phonetic strings by associ-
ating them to words-candidates (cf. next
section). The top-down verification,
which will be described in a next paper,
authorises the selection of the alternative
that has the strongest evidence.

The access to a dictionary

Some methods of automatic spelling-
correction compute a distance between a
reference-word and a test-word; it relies
on a series of operations that model
errors of insertion, deletion and substitu-
tion [8]. It is possible to realise these
operations using dynamic programming
[9]. The module of lexical access is
inspired by this method.

In our case, distance is not computed
between graphemes but between the
decoded phonetic string proposed by the
supervisor and the phonetic representa-
tions of words stored in a dictionary
(Fig.2). The dynamic programming is
efficient to integrate in a single algorithm
all the phenomena of insertion, deletion
and substitution which appears in the
bottom-up decoding.

The comparison requires the compu-
tation of a local distance between the
sub-units of the strings (Fig.2). Whereas
in the case of orthographic strings, the
local distance is basic (0 ifgraphemes are
the same, 1 if they are different), the
case of phonetic strings requires a more
sophisticated measure. Actually, the
difference between [1/ and /e/ is less
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important than the confusion of [1/ with
/p/. This is the reason why we have intro~
duced a matrix of cost-confusion, which
indicates the difference between each
phoneme. It also authorises the non-
precise definition of a phoneme in the
stimulus string. For example, on Figure

2, the 5th unit of the stimulus has been

decoded as 'liquid' which is the macro-

class of /|/ and /r/.

mm=>restora

5

‘1‘

Local dam Total distance /

Figure 2 : Calculation ofdistance

between 2 phonetic strings.

It is interesting to mention that such a
method could be useful to evaluate, in a
precise lexicon, the degree of difficulty of

decoding: a great distance between
words could indicate an easy task of
decoding.

We also mention that phonological

rules are necessary to forecast all the

variations of a word's pronunciation. For
example, the word "petite” (French word
for "small"), whose phonological tran-
scription is /patita/, can be pronounced

as [ptit], [potit], [ptito] or [petite] and

should have 4 phonetic entries in the
dictionary.

RESULTS

In a first step, each module has been

tested independently using 10 French
speakers (5 male, 5 female) recorded in
the corpus SYL of the French database
BD-SONS. Stimuli were CVCV non-
words as "titi", "rara", 'sussu”... that
represents the combination of 2 ‘ 10
vowels ‘ 16 consonants ‘ 10 speakers =
3200 tests.
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Results of the global recognition

For each tested stimulus, the module

can provide different candidates. We
distinguish (Table 1): the case where the
good phoneme is in the list of candidates
(column ’Correct') and the case where it
is not (column 'Error’). The column
’Num cand' furnishes the average number
of candidates proposed by the module,
which can be compared with the number
of potential candidates (column ’Num
max'). For the vowels, the identification
process classifies the candidates: the
column '13! rank’ (Table lb) is the case
where the good vowel is in the first posi-
tion, the column 'other rank’ is the case
where the good vowel is in the second,
the third, position.

Table] : Results of the global
recognition

(3) Correct Error Num Num

cand max
Consonants 86% 14% 2.89 17
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Correct

(b) lst other Error Num Num
rank rank cand max

Vowels 65 % 25 % l0 % 2.18 10
90 %

Results of the analytic recognition

Here, we are only presenting the tests
relative to the identification of vowels.

In the module of analytic recognition
by rules, the system proposes 2.35 candi-
dates on average, among the ten vowels
[a,l,u,o,e,y,o,a,é,5]. In 92.4% of the
cases, the good vowel is among the can-
didates.

The module of analytic recognition by
networks has been tested using a corpus
of 42 words pronounced by 5 speakers.
On about 450 vowels, the result was
correct in 92% of the cases.

CONCLUSION

We have presented the different parts
of a system based on parallel distributed
processes for speaker independent acous-
tic—phonetic decoding. Each module
seems efiicient in the recognition task.
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Our aim now is to integrate all these
knowledge-sources to collaborate in a
single system. We are testing it with a
large corpus of 500 French words pro-
nounced by seven speakers. The results
will be published in a next paper.
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